
1st Preview:

Shining Moon: A Subjective Essay with translations on
some Medieval Asian Women’s Literature

[Whilst the Middle Ages in Europe are deemed to have ended officially in
1500, it seems more useful for the purposes of this essay to date the end of
the Middle Ages in Asia to the conclusion of the Chinese Ming Dynasty in
1644, as that Dynasty (1366-1644) overlaps the end of the European
Medieval period. The essay will focus more, however, on writers
contemporaneous with the European Middle Ages, or slightly after.]



Just as European medieval literature could be seen as historically interlinked
with emancipatory roles for women authors, such as that of the female
educated court storyteller or entertainer, a similar characteristic - with
unauthoritarian attitudes and tones - seems to course through medieval Asian
literature.

For example, the medieval Korean verse form Sijo was often written and
constructed by Kisaeng, women perceived as being from lower
socioeconomic areas who undertook education to work for the government
performing arts authority. In light of the Kisaeng's viewed role in the social
hierarchy, their poetry appears not to be expected to focus on piety or court,
and could instead express emotion, wit and fondness. The tradition of
Kisaeng Sijo is a tradition of clarity, affection and vigilance. Here, within
Sijo syllables and structure, the author could be unfettered in representing
herself and describing her thoughts and environment in a form that is
concerned with analysis and resolution. In the first line of many Sijo poems,
the first three syllables, the next four, the following four and the final four
create the poem's theme. The second line follows the same pattern, but
elaborating. Within the final line, however, the first three syllables form an
unexpected counter-theme, as do the next five. The final four and three
syllable sets complete the train of thought.

The Kisaeng Hwang Jini (1522–1565) wrote this as a Sijo:

冬至ᄉ 기나긴 밤을 한 허리를 버혀내여

春風 니불 아레 서리서리 너헛다가

어론 님 오신 날 밤이여든 구뷔구뷔 펴리라

Solstice month, winter's long night. I'll tear away time from its waist.

The spring wind is a blanket I'll wrap around to enclose it,

so I can, on some night my love, in time, strays home, free its folds.



(The above is Quemar’s creative Modern English translation, to try to retain
the Sijo syllabic, conceptual and line structure, and the original text's flow
and conversational tone)

Hwang Jini worked under her Kisaeng name Myeong-Wol, bright moon, and
in this poem her persona can influence, control and guard the celestial
nightfall surrounding her. She tears time from the deep winter night as if it
were fabric around the night's ‘waist’, sometimes seen as a time-frame
spanning midnight to dawn in Korea. She can use the spring wind as a
blanket to protect, warm or keep the time ready and at hand, so that she can
decide when to open its folds, with constant agency over the stretch of night
and time itself. She will unfold the night time on some future evening when
her loved one returns - a decision that suggests the female persona's survival
in the future.

Hwang Jini herself has aspects of legend in Modern Korea.Versions of her
story are portrayed in drama and film, with pride in the educated female
spirit choosing to be an artist for art's sake and spiritual integrity. Such pride
seems to have navigated the country's civil borders lately, when a
novelisation of her work and life by a North Korean writer, Hong Sok-jung
was the first book from the North to be awarded South Korea's Manhae
Prize in 2005. Hwang Jini is thought to have chosen to become a Kisaeng to
achieve an education in art, poetry, literature, dance and song, instead of
being subject to confining expectations placed on women in the Joseon
Dynasty (founded in 1392).

To be continued


